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Some new function spaces and

their tensor products

Mario M. Milman

The theory of the mapping properties of an integral operator

K : A ->• B , where K is a fixed operator and the spaces A, B are to be

found, has come to be called the theory of admissibility. In particular

the behaviour of solutions to integral equations can be simply described

within the framework of admissibility theory. In this theory a central

role is played by Banach function spaces as defined in [4]; the wider the

variety of Banach function spaces with which we are equipped, the more

precisely can we specify the asymptotic or local properties of the

solutions to an integral equation.

This thesis studies admissibility problems, which by duality are

equivalent to the embedding of the projective tensor product to two Banach

function spaces into a third Banach function space. A fundamental role in

its development is played by a construction of Banach function spaces from

others originally due to Calderon [/]; using this construction the thesis

extends, unifies, and considerably simplifies previous work of O'NeiI [5]

and Corduneanu [3].

In Chapter 1 studies are made of the basic construction of spaces

A~ {X) first used by Calderdn [I], Let X(tt) be a Banach function space

on a (nonatomic, a-finite, complete) measure space fi , £(J) its unit

ball, and A a Young's function. For each pair (X(,Q), A) define

(1.0) A~X{X)(.Q) = {/ € M(Q) | 3A > 0 and

g € Z(X) 3 |/(x)| < M.-1(\g(x)\)} .
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The construction (l.O) produces a wide variety of spaces including many

familiar ones. For example, A \L J = L^ , the classical Orlicz spaces.

Many subsequent proofs and definitions depend on the properties of this

construction.

In Chapter 2 the class of OCLHZ spaces A(A , <j> , <$>„) and A[A , <f> <\>y)

is introduced, which provides the main subject of this thesis. Let A

be a Young's function, X, Y rearrangement invariant spaces, and <)>„, <)>„

their fundamental functions (as defined in [6]). Let f* be the non-

increasing rearrangement of f 6 M(&) onto (0, °°) and

f2C

f**(x) = i f*(t)dt
X J 0

and f inal ly l e t d\i(t) = <Py(t) — . The norms of A[A, <$> (j)̂ ,) and

J) , 4>J ~ are then defined

f > ° ' f0) - = i n f

and the corresponding spaces consist of all measurable functions for which

the norms (l.l) are finite. For particular specializations of the spaces

X, Y and the Young's function A , we get

A(A, 1, t)~ = LA for Y = L1 , X = L° ,

A^-q-1, t{X/P], l) = L{p, q) for Y = L° , X = I? , A(t) = (l/q)tq .

Theorems are then proved relating A\A, <j> <j> J and A[A, (j) <J>„) ~ ,

giving conditions for separability, or reflexivity and calculating the

associate spaces and dual spaces of OCLHZ spaces. For instance, using the

methods described, explicit conditions are stated under which

A[A, 4>X, <j)y) ' * A (I, i>, <t>r) where 'P(t) = ̂ , (t) /4>y( t)

and similarly conditions for reflexivity.
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These spaces blend the characteristic features of the Lorentz spaces

L(p, q) and the Orlicz spaces, giving a much more general "scale" which

includes both types. They allow a very much finer study of stability

behaviour for integral operators, considerably extend the available range

of "concrete" function spaces, and provide a setting for much more general

and illuminating versions of results known for Orlicz spaces or £(p, a)

spaces.

In Chapter 3 the classical theory of weak interpolation [2] is

extended to OCLHZ spaces, providing interpolation theorems which hold

simultaneously for Orlicz spaces and £(p, q) spaces. Chapters h, 5 study

embeddings of tensor products of OCHLZ spaces, extending and complementing

work of O'Neil. Among the achievements of this theory is a drastic

simplification of the lengthy proofs of [5]. Similar theorems are also

shown for convolution products. Finally Chapter 6 gives applications of

this work to admissibility of integral operators along the lines of

previous work by Corduneanu [3].
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